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Click on the Summary Tab.

Click on the number next to the description of the pages
that you wish to view.
Total = All pages
Requiring Approval = Pages that are ready for you to Approve
Approved = Pages that have been Approved
Approval Not Required = Pages that do not need Approval
at this time (these pages may not have changed since last
printing)

Understanding your Hurricanes:
The Green Hurricane

= No Warning or Errors

The Yellow Hurricane

= You have Warnings

The Red Hurricane

= You Have Errors

Click on the
to the right of the page icon to read the
Preflight report (see
Preflight report on next page)

Red Hurricane

Yellow Hurricane

Green Hurricane

The preflight report will list all Errors and Warnings
associated with that page. In the example below, the
Error is for a low resolution image detected, the
Warnings are for spot colors that have been detected,
if your project is quoted to print with spot colors this
will confirm the spot colors used. If you are not quoted to
print spot colors please convert your colors to match
your quote and resubmit the effected pages.

Errors Warnings

If you would like to know exactly what items on the
page have been detected to have Errors or Warnings,
you can open the page in Smart Review and use the
Preflight Manager.

Click on the oblong “Smart Review” button to launch Smart
Review.
It may take a few seconds for Smart Review to launch.
While in Smart Review you will have many tools for you to
use to check your page, feel free to try them out. You are
viewing the actual file that will print but you can not alter
that file in any way. This is a view, approve or reject only
program.

Click here to launch Smart Review

1. To view your preflight warnings and errors in Smart
Review, click on “PREFLIGHT” on the right side of your
screen to expand the preflight manager window.
2. Make sure the box to the left of “Auto Zoom to
Selection” is checked.
3. If you do not see your “Files” on the left side of your
screen, click the small arrow in the middle left of your screen.

1.
2.

3.

Notice that your Files List has the Green, Yellow and
Red Hurricanes to the Right of each page icon so you
can easily navigate to only the pages with the errors or
warnings.

From your Files List, click on the page icon that you
want to view.

From the Preflight Manager, click on an Error or
Warning description.

If you choose an Error description, the Preflight Manager
will place a Red box around the item on that page with the
Error described, and enlarge it to fit your screen.
In this case the image of the Cat is only 72 dpi (low resolution).

If you choose an Warning description, the Preflight Manager
will place a Yellow box around the item on that page with the
Warning described, and enlarge it to fit your screen.

Above: The purple background color is Spot, Pantone 2577 C.

Above: The Red Type color is Spot, Pantone 160 C.

After you have viewed your pages with warnings
and errors, you can choose to address some or all
of the errors and warnings and send in replacement
pages. You can choose to Approve the page with the
warnings or errors as is.
If you have any questions about you errors or
warnings please feel free to contact your friendly
Customer Service Representative.
Your project is important to us.
Thank you,
Your Worzalla Team

